GREGORY-PORTLAND TFA SCHEDULE

7:00AM - REGISTRATION IN THE FOYER OF THE G-P THEATER

7:30 AM - EXTEMP DRAW

8:00 AM - FX, DX, NX, DUET, OO, POI PRELIMS

8:30 AM – CX Round 1

9:30 AM - HI, PO, NPO, DUO PRELIMS
LD and PF Round 1

9:30AM UNTIL 12:30 - CONGRESS PRELIMS

10:30 AM - CX Round 2

11:00 AM - DI, PR, NPR, INFO PRELIMS

11:30 AM - LD and PF Round 2

12:30 PM – DUET, DUO, POI, OO SEMIS
CX Round 3

1:30PM - EXTEMP DRAW

2:00 PM - FX, DX, NX, HI, PO, NPO SEMIS

2:30 PM – CX SEMIS

3:30 PM - DI, PR, NPR, INFO SEMIS
LD and PF Round 3

4:00PM TO 6:00PM - SUPER CONGRESS

4:30 PM – DUET, DUO, POI, OO, NPO, PO FINALS
CX FINALS

5:30 PM – EXTEMP DRAW

6:00 PM – FX, DX, NX, DI, PR, NPR, INFO FINALS

6:30 PM - LD QUARTERS and PF SEMIS

7:30 PM – LD SEMIS and PF FINALS

8:30 PM – LD FINALS